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PREFACE.

When undertaking to prepare a new edition of this

book I received permission from the authors to "throw it

into the form in which you think it would be most useful

at the present time." It was le� to my discretion, "What to

use and what to omit." I have not found it necessary to

avail myself to any considerable extent of this latter

permission. But as the contents of the book were

originally arranged the reader was ill-prepared to

appreciate the importance of the later research for want

of introductory matter explaining how it began, and how

the early research led up to the later investigation. I have

therefore contributed an entirely new preliminary

chapter which will, I hope, help the reader to realise the

credibility of the results attained when the molecular

forms and constitution of the numerous bodies

examined were definitely observed. I have not attempted

to revise the records of the later research in which I had

no personal share, so from the beginning of Chapter III

to the end the book in its present form is simply a reprint



of the original edition except for the correction of a few

trifling misprints. 

I have thus endeavoured to bring into clear prominence

at the outset the scientific value of the light the book

sheds on the constitution of matter. The world owes a

debt to scientific men of the ordinary type that cannot be

over-estimated, but though they have hitherto preferred

to progress gradually, from point to point, disliking leaps

in the dark, the leap now made is only in the dark for

those who will not realise that the progress to be

accomplished by means of instrumental research must

sooner or later be supplemented by subtler methods.

Physical science has reached the conception that the

atoms of the bodies hitherto called the chemical

elements are each composed of minor atoms.

Instrumental research cannot determine by how many,

in each case. Occult research ascertained the actual

number in some cases by direct observation and then

discovered the law governing the numbers in all cases,

and the relation of these numbers to atomic weights. The

law thus unveiled is a demonstration of the accuracy of

the first direct observations, and this principle once

established the credibility of accounts now given as to the

arrangement of minor atoms in the molecules of the

numerous elements examined, seems to me advanced to

a degree approximating to proof. 

It remains to be seen—not how far, but rather how soon



the scientific world at large will accept the conclusions of

this volume as a definite contribution to science,

blending the science of the laboratory with that variety

that has hitherto been called occult. 



SECOND PREFACE

The history of western magic started about 4000

years ago. And since then it has been adding something

to western magic. Originally, the Latin word magus

nominated the followers of the spiritualist-priest class,

and later originated to elect ‘clairvoyant, sorcerer’ and in

a judgmental sense also ‘magician, trickster’. Thus, the

initial meaning of the word ‘magic’ was the wisdoms of

the Magi, that is the abilities of attaining supernatural

powers and energy, while later it became practical

critically to deceitful wizardry. The etymological

descriptions specify three significant features in the

expansion of the notion ‘magic’: 1) Magic as a discipline

of celestial natural forces and in the course of formation

2) Magic as the exercise of such facts in divinations,

visions and illusion 3) Fraudulent witchery. The latter

belief played a significant part in the Christian

demonization process. The growth of the western notion

‘magic’ directed to extensive assumptions in the

demonological and astrophysical argument of the



Neoplatonists. Their tactic was grounded on the

philosophy of a hierarchically ordered outer space,

where conferring to Plotinus (C205–C270 AD) a noetic

ingredient was shaped as the outcome of eternal and

countless radiation built on the ultimate opinion; this in

its chance contributed to the rise of psychic constituent,

which formed the basis of the factual world.

Furthermore, these diverse phases of release came to be

measured as convinced forces, which underneath the

impact of innocent and evil views during late ancient

times were embodied as humans. The hierarchical

cosmos of Iamblichus simply demonstrates the

legitimacy of this process. In his work, the Neoplatonic

cosmology has initiated a channel through the

syncretism distinctive of the late antiquity and in the

essence of Greco-Oriental dualism. Superior productions

are taken closer to inferior ones by various midway

creatures. The higher the site of the mediators, the

further they bear a resemblance to gods and whizzes; the

minor they are, the nearer they stand to the psychic-

spiritual part. The aforementioned group of

intermediaries has been settled in order of series on the

origin of cosmic gravity. Proclus (c410–485 AD) has

described the system of magic origin conversed above in

better aspect: in the hierarchical shackles of cosmic

rudiments the power and nature of a firm star god

disturbs everything mediocre, and with growing distance



the impact slowly becomes weaker. The Humanists

approached the Platonic notions from the outlook of the

bequest of late antiquity, and were thus first familiarized

to the Neoplatonic form of the doctrine. And since

Ficino’s work has been inscribed in the spirit of

emanation theory, and the author has been persuaded of

the existence of the higher and lower spheres of magic

and powers defined in Picatrix, he claims that planets and

cosmic movements have much to do with power and

magic spirit. Today’s occult marketplace also offers, in

addition to books, multifarious paraphernalia for

practicing magic: amulets, talismans, pendulums and

magic rods. Though added with modern essentials and

pseudoscientific advices to give some weight to the

fundamentals, they are nothing but the le�overs of the

western ethnicities of magic.



CHAPTER I .

A PRELIMINARY SURVEY. 

The deep interest and importance of the research which

this book describes will best be appreciated if introduced

by an account of the circumstances out of which it arose.

The first edition, consisting mainly of articles reprinted

from the Theosophist , dealt at once with the later phases

of the research in a way which, though intelligible to the

occult student, must have been rather bewildering to the

ordinary reader. These later phases, however, endow the

earlier results with a significance that in the beginning

could only be vaguely conjectured. I am the better

entitled to perform the task that has been assigned to me

—that of preparing the present edition—by reason of the

fact that it was in my presence and at my instigation that

the first efforts were made to penetrate the mystery

previously enshrouding the ultimate molecule of matter. 

I remember the occasion vividly. Mr. Leadbeater was

then staying at my house, and his clairvoyant faculties

were frequently exercised for the benefit of myself, my



wife and the theosophical friends around us. I had

discovered that these faculties, exercised in the

appropriate direction, were ultra-microscopic in their

power. It occurred to me once to ask Mr. Leadbeater if he

thought he could actually see a molecule of physical

matter. He was quite willing to try, and I suggested a

molecule of gold as one which he might try to observe.

He made the appropriate effort, and emerged from it

saying the molecule in question was far too elaborate a

structure to be described. It evidently consisted of an

enormous number of some smaller atoms, quite too

many to count; quite too complicated in their

arrangement to be comprehended. It struck me at once

that this might be due to the fact that gold was a heavy

metal of high atomic weight, and that observation might

be more successful if directed to a body of low atomic

weight, so I suggested an atom of hydrogen as possibly

more manageable. Mr. Leadbeater accepted the

suggestion and tried again. This time he found the atom

of hydrogen to be far simpler than the other, so that the

minor atoms constituting the hydrogen atom were

countable. They were arranged on a definite plan, which

will be rendered intelligible by diagrams later on, and

were eighteen in number. 

We little realized at the moment the enormous

significance of this discovery, made in the year 1895, long

before the discovery of radium enabled physicists of the



ordinary type to improve their acquaintance with the

"electron." Whatever name is given to that minute body it

is recognised now by ordinary science as well as by occult

observation, as the fundamental unit of physical matter.

To that extent ordinary science has overtaken the occult

research I am dealing with, but that research rapidly

carried the occult student into regions of knowledge

whither, it is perfectly certain, the ordinary physicist

must follow him at no distant date. 

The research once started in the way I have described

was seen to be intensely interesting. Mrs. Besant almost

immediately co-operated with Mr. Leadbeater in its

further progress. Encouraged by the success with

hydrogen, the two important gases, oxygen and nitrogen,

were examined. They proved to be rather more difficult

to deal with than hydrogen but were manageable.

Oxygen was found to consist of 290 minor atoms and

nitrogen of 261. Their grouping will be described later

on. The interest and importance of the whole subject will

best be appreciated by a rough indication of the results

first attained. The reader will then have more patience in

following the intricacies of the later discoveries. 

The figures just quoted were soon perceived to have a

possible significance. The atomic weight of oxygen is

commonly taken as 16. That is to say, an atom of oxygen

is sixteen times heavier than an atom of hydrogen. In this

way, all through the table of atomic weights, hydrogen is



taken as unity, without any attempt being made to

estimate its absolute weight. But now with the atom of

hydrogen dissected, so to speak, and found to consist of

18 somethings, while the atom of oxygen consisted of

290 of the same things, the sixteen to one relationship

reappears: 290 divided by 18 gives us 16 and a minute

decimal fraction. Again the nitrogen number divided by

18 gives us 14 and a minute fraction as the result, and that

is the accepted atomic weight of nitrogen. This gave us a

glimpse of a principle that might run all through the

table of atomic weights. For reasons having to do with

other work, it was impossible for the authors of this book

to carry on the research further at the time it was begun.

The results already sketched were published as an article

in the magazine then called Lucifer , in November, 1895,

and reprinted as a separate pamphlet bearing the title

"Occult Chemistry," a pamphlet the surviving copies of

which will one day be a recognised vindication of the

method that will at some time in the future be generally

applied to the investigation of Nature's mysteries. For the

later research which this volume deals with does establish

the principle with a force that can hardly be resisted by

any fair-minded reader. With patience and industry—the

authors being assisted in the counting in a way that will

be described (and the method adopted involved a check

upon the accuracy of the counting)—the minor atoms of

almost all the known chemical elements, as they are



commonly called, were counted and found to bear the

same relation to their atomic weights as had been

suggested by the cases of oxygen and nitrogen. This

result throws back complete proof on the original

estimate of the number of minor atoms in hydrogen, a

figure which ordinary research has so far entirely failed

to determine. The guesses have been widely various,

from unity to many hundreds, but, unacquainted with

the clairvoyant method, the ordinary physicist has no

means of reaching the actual state of the facts. 

Before going on with the details of the later research

some very important discoveries arising from the early

work must first be explained. As I have already said

clairvoyant faculty of the appropriate order directed to

the minute phenomena of Nature is practically infinite in

its range. Not content with estimating the number of

minor atoms in physical molecules, the authors

proceeded to examine the minor atoms individually.

They were found to be themselves elaborately

complicated structures which, in this preliminary survey

of the whole subject, I will not stop to explain (full

explanation will be found later on) and they are

composed of atoms belonging to an ultra-physical realm

of Nature with which the occultist has long been familiar

and describes as "the Astral Plane." Some rather pedantic

critics have found fault with the term, as the "plane" in

question is of course really a sphere entirely surrounding


